Model Market Center™
Enhancing your models and rebalancing strategy

It’s possible to personalize your clients’ portfolios without the day-to-day operational burden of building your own models. And you can do so without the increasing costs and rigidity of traditional institutional money management.

With convenient access to a list of models from many different third-party asset management firms, the Model Market Center is designed to help you gain flexibility, reduce costs, save time, and bring efficiency to your overall portfolio construction processes.

What is Model Market Center?
Model Market Center offers you access to a vast selection of third-party models—and is accessible through a seamless integration with iRebal® on Veo One®, the powerful rebalancing tool available at no additional cost for accounts held with TD Ameritrade Institutional.

Use sophisticated filters—like specific risk categories or asset classes—to find the models you may be interested in. For each model, you can access research material provided by the third-party asset management firm to assist you in your due diligence. When your research is complete, one click subscribes you to a model. Then, it’s quick and easy to associate that model with your clients’ accounts based on your suitability determinations. Whenever you log in to Veo One and go to the iRebal on Veo One home page, alerts inform you of any changes to the model’s target allocations so you can determine what action may be appropriate.

You can subscribe to models from the Model Market Center and then use iRebal to personalize client portfolios by blending models or creating your own models to meet your clients’ unique needs. Using this approach allows you to maintain discretion over those assets—keeping you in control of portfolio management as your clients’ fiduciary advisor.

Overview

Model Market Center was designed to provide a highly efficient and cost-effective platform for portfolio construction as part of an advisor’s overall model management practices:

› Access models in Model Market Center through iRebal on Veo One, many at no additional cost*
› Choose the models that best meet your clients’ needs
› Create blended models and design custom portfolios for your clients, using iRebal
› Retain full trading authority for your clients
› Help position your firm to better compete with lower-cost robo-advisor platforms
How can Model Market Center benefit your firm?

Investment management is becoming increasingly commoditized, and finding time to do all of your own initial research and analysis to build models from scratch is likely a challenge. You may be looking to save time and reduce costs while trying to make the best decisions for individual clients according to your investment philosophy.

Model Market Center can change the way you approach investment management by:

- Allowing you to select third-party models to incorporate into your existing rebalancing processes to help streamline operations, add efficiency, and give you more time to spend with clients
- Enabling you to customize or blend the models you select with other models and your own in-house strategies, using iRebal to better align with your clients’ goals
- Giving you access to a vast selection of models from many different third-party model providers, many at no additional cost*

Potentially reduce investment management fees and increase trading flexibility:

- Retain full trading authority over clients’ accounts to accommodate specific client needs
- Approve and edit trades in iRebal before they are sent to be executed—a feature unavailable in traditional managed accounts
- Potentially reduce costs, because you retain trading discretion and won’t have to pay an overlay manager for this function
- Select different third-party managers’ portfolios with just a few clicks

More potential benefits through integration:

- The FinMason Model Impact Tool is available via an integration with Model Market Center.** The Model Impact Tool provides a financial projection that allows you to easily compare different models and their potential impacts on a portfolio’s projected outcome. Through this tool, you can account for the client’s savings rate, investments, and spending decisions up to retirement, through the retirement drawdown phase to possibly leaving an inheritance to beneficiaries.
- The FinMason Model Impact Tool can be used to surface models listed in the Model Market Center that meet an agreed-upon objective, by synthesizing risk tolerance along with the client’s retirement goal. After determining a suitable risk habitat, which balances risk and projections, you can isolate corresponding models by filtering for a range of FinScores. With the Model Impact Tool, you can plot these models on the risk slider to analyze different projections, Monte Carlo success rates, expected returns, and expected volatility to help you look for the best model for your client.
  - Score existing portfolios, using FinMason’s proprietary FinScore
  - Surface models listed in the Model Market Center that match a risk and projection profile
  - Analyze the potential impact of different models on retirement projections
**Figure 1: Filtering models in Model Market Center**
Click on the model name to review the details.

**Figure 2: Viewing model details**
The model detail screen shows the security allocations as well as additional documents to help you evaluate the model.
Convenient and efficient model management

Model Market Center is a more flexible and potentially lower-cost alternative to traditional money management—and you retain the control you want over trading decisions.

Tap into a vast selection of models from many different third-party asset managers. Pick a strategy or combine it with your own models to build your clients’ portfolios based on their unique needs. And you can change third-party manager decisions with just a few clicks. All this helps you keep your rebalancing strategy and investment philosophy intact.

Learn more in the Education Center on Veo One:
education.tdainstitutional.com/modelmarketcenter

Connect with an experienced consultant today.
Call: 800-934-6124
Visit: tdainstitutional.com

Market volatility, volume, and system availability may delay access and trade executions.

*Standard TD Ameritrade Institutional custody fees and fund management fees apply. For models that charge a Strategist Fee: The Strategist Fee, in basis points, is set by the Model Manager and can be seen directly on the model page in the Model Market Center.

**TD Ameritrade and FinMason are separate, unaffiliated companies and are not responsible for each other’s policies and services. The Model Impact information, printouts, this FAQ, and any information from the Model Market Center is intended for investment professional use and viewing only. It may not be distributed to members of the public, nor used in written form as sales literature for public use. TD Ameritrade does not provide any tax, legal, or investment advice or recommendations.

Material made available through the Model Market Center is provided by affiliated and unaffiliated third-party Model Managers and information providers. TD Ameritrade has not paid for or been involved in the preparation of the content, and has not verified, endorsed, or approved the content. TD Ameritrade assumes no responsibility for any fact, recommendation, opinion, or advice contained in any such model portfolio or materials and expressly disclaims any responsibility for any investment decisions or for the suitability of any security or transaction based on it. Any mention of specific managers and/or models should not be considered an endorsement or recommendation by TD Ameritrade. Users of Model Market Center are responsible for all up-front and ongoing manager and model due diligence.

TD Ameritrade typically receives remuneration from ETFs and mutual funds and/or their managers that participate in the MMC for administrative and/or other services.

Model Market Center leverages iRebal® on Veo One® technology to provide independent RIAs access to model portfolios provided by affiliated and unaffiliated third-party Model Managers.

Certain model attributes are sourced from Informa PSN. The PSN Data Set and any other Informa content is supplied by Zephyr, A Division of Informa Business Intelligence, Inc. The PSN Data Set may not be copied or distributed and is not warranted to be accurate, complete, or timely. TD Ameritrade, Inc. and Informa Business Intelligence, Inc. are separate, unaffiliated companies and are not responsible for each other’s services.

Brokerage services provided by TD Ameritrade Institutional, Division of TD Ameritrade, Inc., member FINRA/SIPC, a subsidiary of The Charles Schwab Corporation. TD Ameritrade is a trademark jointly owned by TD Ameritrade IP Company, Inc. and The Toronto-Dominion Bank. © 2023 Charles Schwab & Co., Inc. All rights reserved.